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If anyone reads these letters regularly—aside from my parents—then you know I have been returning 
with annoying persistence to one theme: our inability to communicate with each other with any degree 
of civility or intelligence, at least in public. In truth, though, I don’t think this is just a public discourse 
issue anymore. I imagine many holiday tables are going to be less than festive this year because we have hit 
a tipping point, and politics is no longer something we can push to the side and just “agree to disagree.”   

I would love to focus my energies right now on peace and goodwill for my fellow man—sending up a chorus 
of love and light for a wonderful holiday season. However, I simply do not have it in me. I want to join a 
different chorus, one that is more shrill than peaceful and more angry than soothing: one that demands 
integrity, candor, and unflinching honesty.

I don’t know if I have recently fallen into an Alice in Wonderland “fake news” vortex, or if I’ve just lost faith 
in my own ability to recognize when I’m being manipulated. When researching an event, I read all of the 
“news” related to that event, anything that comes from what are presumably still reputable sources. Yet, the 
more I read, the less I seem to know—or at least know with even a passable degree of certainty. The more 
voices I add, the more the cacophony threatens to overwhelm and paralyze. Yesterday, I suddenly realized 
why people seek the relative sanity of one lone source. At least, then, you have the certainty of knowing. Of 
course, you are likely being fed a steady diet of misinformation...but at least all of that noise stops.

There was a shooting at The Galleria in Birmingham, a mall about twenty miles from where we live, on 
Black Friday around 10 PM. The police released news quickly: a young black man shot another young 
black man; a 12-year-old bystander was shot in the back. The police killed the shooter, and the mall was 
secure again, ready to reopen bright and early for more celebration of capitalism. The shooter was named 
soon after, his name and image publicized and spread throughout the media, as the police applauded their 
own quick response and resolution. It seemed that having only two kids shot while shopping (and one dead 
shooter) made for quite the success story.

Fast forward a bit: The police department released another statement, apologizing for not having offered 
the full story earlier and explaining that while Bradford “may have been involved” in the incident that he 
“likely did not" fire any shots. One thing was certain: The gunman was still at large. However, the language 
suggested the 21-year-old killed by police was involved, and therefore culpable, in some way.

His family and friends, who learned of his death via social media posts that showed his lifeless body sprawled 
on the mall floor, said he would have been trying to help people and get them to safety. Within the hour, the 
only picture that had been circulating of Brandford—one of him standing over the camera in an awkwardly 
aggressive stance—was replaced with his official military photo: a young man in uniform standing in front 
of the American flag. Emantic Bradford Jr., a former solider, had a license and a concealed-carry permit, 
according to his parents. 

The police released another statement to defend the shooting: “We can say with certainty Mr. Bradford 
brandished a gun during the seconds following the gunshots, which instantly heightened the sense of threat 
to the approaching officers responding to the chaotic scene.” Later still, in a separate statement, came this: 
“Earlier we stated that Mr. Bradford ‘brandished’ a gun...to clarify, the word ‘brandish’ was used because Mr. 
Bradford had a gun in his hand as police officers responded to the active shooter situation between mall patrons.”

Since brandish is not synonymous with “held,” then it’s unclear how this clarification offers...well, clarifi-
cation. This isn’t about one shooting. This isn’t even about the Black Lives Matter movement or gun laws. 
This is about our ability to trust that there are truths—that what happens to us, in our lives or upon our 
deaths, is not all spin. It’s not all just up to perception and up for debate. 

As someone who has studied language and the way language is used to create meaning, and the way we 
design arguments and persuade others, I am constantly lost in our cultural semantics. We seem focused 
on using language to obfuscate. So, that’s my wish this holiday season. Use language to illuminate. Use 
language to seek clarity. Use language to distinguish facts from perception, and then use language to 
delineate perception from reality. Something has to be true, or nothing is.
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Dr. Noel Mann notes he has many lifetimes to discuss…at least three 

or four. He retired with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel, he made it 

through fourteen of sixteen steps in the astronaut selection process, and 

he has a patent from the Gulf War. As a scientist, he created a new 

molecule while employed in the polymer science department of the 

University of Southern Mississippi. As a religious leader, he has pastored 

churches for twenty-two years. Currently, he’s the only full professor in 

the chemistry department at William Carey University.

The Beginning of Many Lifetimes
Born on Christmas Eve, Mann’s parents named 
him Noel—which is pronounced the way one 
might expect for a Christmas-themed name. 
A high school dropout, Mann became the 
youngest person to go to college in Mississippi 
at age 16 and the youngest to teach college in 
Mississippi at 22.

Dr. Charles McMasters, former soldier and 
current optometrist, has known Mann since 
the 1980s, and he remembers Mann as a smart 
and responsible person who constantly looked 
for opportunities to better himself. That push 
has held true for decades. James K. Taylor, the 
Supervisor of the Recycle Center at Camp 
Shelby in Mississippi, has known Mann for 
decades; more importantly, he has served with 
Mann in both the military and the ministry.

Serving others in the military seems to lend 
itself to staying in a life of service after military 
retirement, even if the focus shifts. One of 
Mann’s most important lifetimes, clearly, is his 
life as a servant of the church. Almost everyone 
who spoke of Mann mentioned his devotion to 
God before all else. “He’s a Christian,” Taylor 
explains, “so he has all those values.” Taylor 
notes that Mann is compassionate, intelligent, 
and trustworthy.

Serving Others in  
Military and in Church
Another Petal citizen, Brian Lee, first met 
Mann when he was doing some electrical work 
for him. While Lee was busy recruiting Mann 
to come to his church for a visit, he had no idea 
Mann led his own church; he notes that Mann 
had some fun with him for a while before filling 
him in. “He’s just a tremendous person,” Lee 
explains, “and a wonderful asset to the church.”

Police officer Smokey Hatfield, who is also 
the assistant music director at Lynn Ray Road 
Baptist Church in Petal, has known Mann for 
several years, and considers Mann a blessing to 
their church, where he serves as a Sunday School 
teacher and a choir member. “I have had the 
privilege of hearing Dr. Mann preach God's word 
on many occasions,” Hatfield adds. “His ability 
to reach anyone on any level is unparalleled.”

Hatfield adds that anyone who spends time 
with Mann “knows he is for real” in that he 
consistently demonstrates “a genuine love 
for our country, his fellow man and above 
all else the Lord.” Noting that small children 
and animals can be reliable tests of character, 
because “they know if you are just going 
through the motions,” he adds that Mann 
is especially popular around children of the 
church, who are drawn to his kindness.

Hal Marx, Mayor of Petal, Mississippi, 
praises Mann’s level of civic engagement—
explaining how Mann and his wife have worked 
to revitalize an area of their city, purchasing 
and renovating multiple properties to improve 
the area. Mayor Marx adds that Mann does 

“what citizens should do,” in that he’s not just 
complaining but offering solutions and being 

“involved in a positive way.” Marx believes 
Mann is the model that civic leaders would 
hope other citizens would aspire to.

God in the Chemistry Classroom
As an educator, Mann retired from Mississippi 
Gulf Coast Community College before going 
on to work in a lab at University of Southern 
Mississippi for several years. Next, he worked 
with high school students at Presbyterian 
Christian School and finally landed at William 
Carey University where he is a full professor in 
the Chemistry department.

Phil Smith is a Chemistry Teacher at 
Presbyterian Christian School who worked 
closely with Mann. Smith says of Mann, “He 
loves science, loves the Lord, and has a real love 
for kids—helping them find their way.”

Working with high school students together 
for several years, Smith saw how Mann was able 
to connect his dedication to science with this 
dedication to God and the way “science speaks 

by Rachel ClevengerPROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

A Lifetime of Service at William Carey University
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to God’s creation” in the way He puts “atoms 
and molecules together to order the universe.”

Ron Edwards, now a pharmacist, was one of 
Mann’s former students at Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Community College, and he recalls how Mann 
was not only one of the most intelligent professors 
he had ever met, but also how passionate and 
caring Mann was in the way he approached his 
work, his students, his faith, and his life.

Part of a 100-Year-Plan
Dr. James W. Rawlins, Professor of Polymer 
Science at The University of Southern 
Mississippi and director of the Thames-Rawlins 
Polymer Science Research Group, was also a 
student of Mann’s. Rawlins took General 
Chemistry and Organic Chemistry with Mann 
at Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College, 
the latter of which was an elective.

He jokes that no one takes Organic 
Chemistry as an elective, but Mann convinced 

him it would be good for both of them; Mann 
needs the class to hit the numbers to not be 
canceled, and Rawlins was good at science.  In 
fact, Rawlins’s wife teases him about being a 

“car mechanic that fell in love with chemistry.”
Later, Rawlins decided to pursue a doctorate 

at Southern, and he rekindled his relationship 

with Mann after many years. When Mann 
learned that Rawlins was starting his own lab, 
he asked, “How about I come work in your 
lab?” Rawlins responded, “How about you start 
next week?” 

It was in this lab, where Rawlins notes that 
one might imagine there are no advancements 

Hal Marx, Mayor of Petal, Mississippi, praises Mann’s level of civic engagement—

explaining how Mann and his wife have worked to revitalize an area of their city, 

purchasing and renovating multiple properties to improve the area. Mayor Marx 

adds that Mann does “what citizens should do,” in that he’s not just complaining 

but offering solutions and being “involved in a positive way.” Marx believes 

Mann is the model that civic leaders would hope other citizens would aspire to.
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Spotlight continued

to be made in an area where some principles 
have remained unchanged for over one hundred 
years, that Mann created a new molecule, 
carbonated vernonia oil.

Rawlins jokes that Mann must have had a 
“100-Year Plan,” a comprehensive list of all of 
the things Mann likely planned to accomplish 
during his lifetime. One of Mann’s wishes was 
to one day work for one of his own students. 
Rawlins was able to help Mann cross that wish 

off his list, when Mann worked in Rawlins’s 
lab for nearly three years. Their relationship 
continued when Mann then accepted a job at 
Presbyterian Christian School, where Rawlins’s 
children attended. 

 
A Lifetime at William Carey
Dr.  Garry Breland, Academic Vice President 
at William Carey University, praises Mann’s 
career and its impressive span—from his 

“noteworthy career” in the military, to his 
many contributions as a chemist, to his skills 
as an educator. Breland notes, “He combines 
a passion for chemistry with genuine concern 
for students. Dr. Mann is a Renaissance man 
with varied interests and abilities and sets an 
excellent example for others both personally 
and professionally.”

Dr. Tommy King, President of William 
Carey University, adds, "Since joining the 
WCU faculty Dr. Mann has demonstrated 
outstanding leadership in the Chemistry 
department. His gracious manner and 
extensive knowledge commands the respect 
of all who know him, students, fellow faculty 
and administration.  We are fortunate, indeed, 
to have a person of his character and expertise 
at Carey."

Another member of the William Carey 
leadership, Dr. Scott Hummel is Executive 
Vice President and Provost, as well as Professor 
of Religion. Hummel knows Mann in several 
capacities. As a provost, Hummel sees the 
profound difference Mann is making in the 
classroom; he also sees what a wonderful 

Dr. Tommy King, President of William Carey University, adds, "Since joining 

the WCU faculty Dr. Mann has demonstrated outstanding leadership in the 

Chemistry department. His gracious manner and extensive knowledge 

commands the respect of all who know him, students, fellow faculty and 

administration.  We are fortunate, indeed, to have a person of his character 

and expertise at Carey."
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Spotlight continued

ambassador Mann is for Carey, when Mann 
volunteers to work at Welcome Orientation 
Weekend, where he helps the students become 
excited about going to college and excited 
about learning. 

On a personal level, Hummel has seen what 
Mann is like from a parent's point of view, 
when Mann taught one of Hummel's children. 
Hummel’s oldest daughter graduated from 

Carey, and Mann was one of her favorite 
professors. He notes that Mann is always 
engaging with his students, whether it’s time 
outside of class they need for extra assistance 
or if they need encouragement at the 5K race 
over Homecoming weekend.

Hummel jokes that the kids are motivated to 
run faster in the 5K even, saying they can’t “let 
Dr. Mann beat them,” but beat them he does.

 What many students don’t realize is that 
Mann, in one of his other lifetimes, is also 
an athlete. Recently, he participated in the 
Senior Olympics of Mississippi; then, in June 
of 2017, he participated in the National Senior 
Olympics in Birmingham, Alabama.

He finished second in the state, eighteenth 
in the United States, and in the top one 
hundred in the world—in a competition 
where over eleven thousand athletes from 
thirteen countries were present. This year, he 
has qualified for the World Senior Olympics 
in Utah and the National Senior Olympics in 
New Mexico in June 2019.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Rachel James 

Clevenger earned her M.Ed. degree from 

Mississippi College. After finishing her 
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EK-350U  
Solid State 25,000 Hour Projector

Eiki’s EK-350U offers 4,500 ANSI Lumens 
brightness and WUXGA resolution, along 
with 3 LCD design. The EK-350U’s Color-
Spark HLD LED projection system delivers 
screen images in sharp definition with 
vibrant, clear colors. With its HLD LED tech-
nology, the EK-350U provides a 25,000-hour 
light source life for trouble-free reliability. 
Because the EK-350U’s HLD LED technology 
emits four times the light of current LED 
technology, visuals are stunning, with the 
screen appearing up to three times brighter 
while retaining brilliant color performance. 
An additional benefit of the projector’s 
integrated HLD LED technology is its rapid 
power on and off.

With a 50,000:1 contrast ratio, Corner 
Keystone Correction, 360-degree free 
orientation projection (both vertically and 
horizontally), Lens Shift functionality, and a 
Curved Correction and Blending function, 
Eiki’s EK-350U facilitates flexible installation. 
Further, the projector includes convenient 
1.09 – 1.78:1 throw to width manual zoom 
and focus lens. The projector provides 
HDBaseT, two HDMI™ with MHL (Mobile 
High-Definition Link), two VGA, and Com-
posite Video inputs. There is also a USB port 
for use as a memory viewer, Audio In (RCA 
& Mini-Stereo), Audio Out (Mini-Stereo), 
and RJ-45 LAN connector, and an RS-232C 
D-sub connector for control purposes.

The EIKI EK-350U projector carries an MSRP 
of $4,595.

EK-820U 
10,000 Lumen Laser Projector

During InfoComm, Eiki International will 
showcase its EK-820U WUXGA Laser 
Projector.  Featuring 10,000 ANSI Lumens 
brightness, a 100,000:1 contrast ratio, and 
superior color and increased Gamut Area 
Ratio performance resulting from the use 
of both blue and red lasers, the EK-820U 
supports versatile LAN control and carries 
the added benefit of a sealed optical engine 
design (IP6X Dust Ingress Test rating) that 
provides protection against dust without 
using a filter. The projector delivers superior 
brightness and clarity that redefines value 
for professional large venue installations 
and rentals. Eiki’s EK-820U Laser Projector 
offers horizontal / vertical lens shift and h/v 
keystone correction, edge blending, and 
a powerful warping engine for versatile 
placement. There are eight optional lenses 
available encompassing throw to width 
ratios from 0.36 – 15.24:1.

The EK-820U Laser Projector provides a 
wealth of connectivity options. For access on 
a LAN, the system provides RJ-45 connec-
tors for both HDBaseT and Ethernet. There is 
also support for RS-232 control plus an input 
for a dedicated wired Infrared remote. The 
projector also includes both USB Type A and 
B connectors—enabling it to operate over 
the network using a Wi-Fi dongle. Addition-
al connectivity includes both HDMI™ input 
and output, HD-SDI, a DVI-D connector, and 
VGA I/O.

The EIKI EK-820U projector carries an MSRP 
of $19,995 w/o lens.

EK-306U 
and EK-307W LCD Projectors

Eiki’s EK-306U and EK-307W meeting room 
projectors feature 3 LCD design for excellent 
image quality and reliability. The EK-306U 
offers 5,000 ANSI Lumens brightness and 
WUXGA resolution. 

The EK-307W delivers 5,100 ANSI Lumens 
brightness and WXGA resolution. Both  
projectors offer a 10,000:1 contrast ratio—
ensuring superior image detail. Equally  
notable are the projectors’ Lens Shift capa-
bilities, with manual adjustments of  
up to 45% vertical and 10% horizontal, plus 
Corner Keystone Correction.

The EK-306U provides an X1.6 zoom lens 
with a short throw ratio of 1.07 – 1.75:1. 
The EK-307W’s is 1.16 – 1.89:1. Further, the 
EK-307W incorporates curved correction 
capability. Both models offer RJ-45 LAN  
control support for Crestron RoomView™, 
AMX Device Discovery Technology, and PJ 
Link. 

They also support HDMI™ with MHL  
(Mobile High-Definition Link)—ideal for 
displaying HD Video from smartphones and 
tablets. A second HDMI port, two VGA con-
nectors, and a 15-pin D-Sub connector for 
S-Video provide versatile connectivity. 

MSRP pricing is as follows:  
EK-306U: $2,795
EK-307W: $1,995
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and EK-307W LCD Projectors

Eiki’s EK-306U and EK-307W meeting room 
projectors feature 3 LCD design for excellent 
image quality and reliability. The EK-306U 
offers 5,000 ANSI Lumens brightness and 
WUXGA resolution. 

The EK-307W delivers 5,100 ANSI Lumens 
brightness and WXGA resolution. Both  
projectors offer a 10,000:1 contrast ratio—
ensuring superior image detail. Equally  
notable are the projectors’ Lens Shift capa-
bilities, with manual adjustments of  
up to 45% vertical and 10% horizontal, plus 
Corner Keystone Correction.

The EK-306U provides an X1.6 zoom lens 
with a short throw ratio of 1.07 – 1.75:1. 
The EK-307W’s is 1.16 – 1.89:1. Further, the 
EK-307W incorporates curved correction 
capability. Both models offer RJ-45 LAN  
control support for Crestron RoomView™, 
AMX Device Discovery Technology, and PJ 
Link. 

They also support HDMI™ with MHL  
(Mobile High-Definition Link)—ideal for 
displaying HD Video from smartphones and 
tablets. A second HDMI port, two VGA con-
nectors, and a 15-pin D-Sub connector for 
S-Video provide versatile connectivity. 

MSRP pricing is as follows:  
EK-306U: $2,795
EK-307W: $1,995

WITH EIKI’S NEW LASER AND LED PROJECTORS

MAKE LEARNING
        CLEAR AND BRIGHT

Contact an EIKI representative today. Call 800-242-3453 or visit www.eiki.com. TO V IE W OUR FULL  L INE  OF  PROJEC TORS . . .  AND MORE V IS IT  W W W.E IK I .COM
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Working with architectural firm Moore Ruble and Yudell and contractor 
PJ Dick, Trex Commercial Products provided more than 1,800 linear feet 
of glass stair railing for the educational facility. Our custom solutions were 
inspired by the building’s innovative design. 

Designed for Collaboration
The campus hub—with the Tepper School as its center—was designed to 
promote an ecosystem of cross-campus collaboration, intersecting all seven 
of CMU’s colleges and schools. Business students in the Tepper Quad learn 
from management researchers and faculty while interacting and networking 
alongside engineers, computer scientists, roboticists and other interdisci-
plinary peers. Throughout the building, there are many different areas for 
faculty and students to interact, teach and learn in unique ways. 

The building itself also is very distinctive. Its modern design empha-
sizes openness, with an abundance of natural light and spaces for “planned 
spontaneity” to energize innovation and interconnection. When planning 

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) recently opened its largest 

building on campus, the David A. Tepper Quadrangle, reflecting 

a new model of higher education that connects teaching, 

learning and innovation. The 315,000-square-foot “Tepper 

Quad” serves as the new home of the Tepper School of 

Business and houses the University Welcome Center, multi-

use HUB/Forum, 600-seat flat floor auditorium, a fitness 

center, café and coffee bar, as well as the Swartz Center 

for Entrepreneurship. Tepper School of Business classrooms 

and offices occupy the majority of the building, allowing for 

ample meeting places for business education and research.

CONSTRUCTION AND PLANNING by Dan Stachel

Carnegie Mellon’s New Tepper Quad Boasts Collaboration and Innovation

Photos by Dr. Carlos Corona, www.professorcarloscorona.com
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the new space, designers realized Carnegie Mellon 
lacked a proverbial "front door." Working with 
Campus Design and Facility Development, archi-
tectural firm Moore Ruble and Yudell and contractor 
PJ Dick purposely designed the Tepper Quad with no 
corridors, and the new building—with its expansive 
interior views and glass enclosures at every angle—
now offers that grand sense of welcome. Inside, 
rooms are wide open with few barriers and long, dark 
hallways are virtually nonexistent.

Open Spaces and Natural Light 
According to a study entitled “Effect of Daylighting 
on Student Health and Performance,” daylighting 
enhances mental performance, decreases depression 
and stress levels, improves sleep and can help treat 
Seasonal Affective Disorder. Additionally, utilizing 
natural light can lead to substantial energy savings. 
With this in mind, the Tepper Quad design accen-
tuates an open environment with 85 percent of the 
building having access to natural light. 

The building’s five-story main atrium features 
multi-level stairs with balcony overlooks. Enhancing 
the sense of openness, Trex Commercial Products 
provided more than 1,800 linear feet of glass stair 
railing and glass segmented overlooks to create a 

See what they can do for your  campus:

On my campus, many building systems 
require constant attention or mainte-
nance.  But there’s never an issue with 
our entrance systems and doors because 
we chose the resilient and attractive 
products of Special-Lite.

PUPN-S-L Oct-03.pdf   3   9/21/18   9:54 AM
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Construction and Planning continued

modern, “barely there” appearance and allow students, faculty 
and visitors to easily spot one another and see all the action on 
the various levels. 

The building’s stairs and curved overlooks feature clear fully 
tempered monolithic glass, providing unobstructed views of the 
entire space. These glass segmented overlooks and bridges jut 
out at different angles, connecting different wings of the new 
Tepper School of Business. The glass stair and overlook railings 
are mechanically fastened to structural steel finished off with 
aluminum cover plates, contributing to the minimalist design. 
Custom-designed rolled and raked stainless steel cladding lines 
the building’s three curved staircases, adding a perfect finishing 
touch to the space.

Intersection of People and Ideas
With floor to ceiling heights, the open design of the Tepper Quad 
space was created to connect people and ideas, offering a learning 
environment for collaboration and innovation. The building’s glass 
roof provides an abundance of natural light, while complementing 
the glass infill installed throughout the facility. 

There are unique architectural elements at every level. The first 
floor features an angular staircase tucked smartly to the side to 
allow for the vast lobby and more open social areas. The second-
floor Rohr Commons features a 2,825-square-foot food court. 
This floor serves as the main entrance to the building and spans 
nearly 65,000 square feet. In the fourth and fifth-floor common 
areas, the spacious atrium features curved glass overlooks, adding 
to the distinctive open feel of the building.

Select additional spaces in the building include the Eberly 
Center for Teaching Excellence and Educational Innovation, 
which fosters development of new education technologies. The 
Askwith Kenner Global Languages and Cultures Room is an inter-
active learning space devoted to the study of modern languages 
and digital humanities.

About 1,200 students participate in entrepreneurial coursework 
and experiences annually at CMU. This entrepreneurial culture 
fuels connections between CMU and more than 1,000 companies 
across industries such as robotics, software and health care. This 
new facility offers a sense of lightness and freedom for students 
to create, innovate and explore while fostering community and 
inclusiveness among students and campus organizations.

The $201 million building was made possible by a lead 
gift from David Tepper’s charitable foundation. Tepper, who 
earned his MBA from Carnegie Mellon in 1982, has donated 
more than $125 million to the university, including $55 million 
to name and endow the business school. More than 1,200 alumni, 
parents, corporations, foundations and friends of the university 
also made gifts in support of the Tepper Quad. The project 
completed earlier this year with a grand opening celebration this 
past September. We worked with a phenomenal team, and we are 
proud to have been a part of creating this impressive facility that 
will help change the learning environment for CMU students 
and staff for years to come.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dan Stachel is Vice President at Trex Commercial 
Products, a leading national provider of decorative commercial railing 
systems. For more information, visit www.trexcommercial.com.
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The History of Virtual Reality
Defined by the Virtual Reality Society, “Virtual reality is the term used to describe a 
three-dimensional, computer generated environment which can be explored and inter-
acted with by a person. That person becomes part of this virtual world or is immersed 
within this environment and whilst there, is able to manipulate objects or perform a series 
of actions.” As technology began to advance, so did its wonder and the excitement of its 
potential opportunities.

Cinematographer Morton Helig believed that audiences would be more captivated 
by stories if their senses were stimulated, promoting him to create the Sensorama in 
1957. The Sensorama, although not interactive, offered an immersive experience that 

Virtual reality  (VR), the immersive learning 

tool that is finally making its way into almost 

every university, has actually been around 

for quite some time.

TEACHING AND TECHNOLOGY by Ashley Scott

Virtual Reality in Higher Education Instruction and Construction
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included multisensory stimulation to pull 
viewers into a virtual world. Helig went as far 
as including oscillating fans, audio speakers, as 
well as odor emitters. 

However, as Srivastava et al. explain, 
it wasn’t until 1961 that the first VR 
head-mounted display (HMD), Headsight, was  
created by two Philco Corporation engineers.  
Headsight included a video screen as well as 
a tracking system which was linked to a close 
circuit camera system. This virtual reality display 
was used in military training operations and its 
purpose was to place the user in a dangerous but 
simulated situation.

Thirty years later, this immersive, inter-
active experience was coined “virtual reality.” 
The term virtual reality was created by Jaron 
Lanier, whose company VPL Research, was the 
first of a few companies to sell virtual reality tools.

How Virtual Reality is Being 
Used in Higher Education
Because of VR’s capability to immerse and 
engage all users in what they are learning, VR 
headsets and labs can commonly be found in 
university classrooms, media centers, libraries, 
and makerspaces.   

VR has been used to teach a variety of 
subjects all the way from astronomy and 
biology to history and social studies. For 
example, a 2017 piece called “How Virtual 
Reality Could Transform Higher Education,” 
the authors describe students  at the University 
of Westminster who are practicing building 
a murder case by searching for clues in the 
school’s virtual space built for students studying 
criminal law.

This learning tool has the ability to fully 
immerse the user in another environment that 
may not otherwise be possible. The 2017 post on 
“ClassVR” notes, “Virtual reality helps students 
feel immersed in an experience, gripping their 
imagination and stimulating thought in ways 

not possible with traditional books, pictures 
or videos, and facilitates a far higher level of 
knowledge retention.”

VR Tools at Duke University 
Another use of virtual reality has been in the 
medical field. Many universities now offer 
virtual reality headsets so that students studying 
anatomy can inspect organs and other compo-
nents of the body with the help of 3-dimensional 
figures shown through virtual reality. Duke 
University, however, uses it differently. 

Duke Faculty Practice offers a Virtual 
Reality Treatment Program that is used as 
therapy to help treat anxiety disorders. Anxiety 
disorders that the Treatment Program is used 

Virtual reality helps students feel immersed in an experience, gripping their 

imagination and stimulating thought in ways not possible with traditional books, 

pictures or videos, and facilitates a far higher level of knowledge retention.
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Teaching and Technology continued

for include the fear of heights, elevators, 
thunderstorms, public speaking and flying. As 
explained on Duke’s website, VR therapy can 
offer increased safety and control, more efficient 
treatment, and less risk to patient confidenti-
ality—in addition to many other benefits. 

Virtually Visiting Universities 
With virtual reality’s breakthrough in 
technology, it is clear that new experiences are 
possible like never before. For example, VR 
can commonly be found on university 
recruitment pages.

The 2017 piece “Virtual Reality, Real 
Rewards In Higher Education” describes how 
many colleges across the U.S. offer virtual 
tours of their campus letting viewers see 
lecture halls, dorm rooms, and more.   

For instance, according to the source, more 
than 30,000 people have visited Northern 
Arizona State University through 
its 360-degree virtual campus tour and more 
than 4,000 of the individuals who had partic-
ipated in the virtual tour have made some sort 
of contact with the university.

In addition, virtual reality tours can help 
gain prospective student interest, save money 
in recruitment, and allow prospective students 
who are located in a different state or 
region, tour a campus from the comfort of 
their own homes.    

Captivating Learners 
Whether virtual reality is being used by 
students to tour multiple universities in one day 
or used to learn anatomy and travel to ancient 
pyramids, the benefits to students are clear. 

VR, with the unique experience it offers, 
can engage students in ways that make 
learning new information more enjoyable. 
“Class VR” explains, “Enhancing and 
extending the learning experience is at 
the heart of what Virtual Reality can offer 
students, and is possibly one of the most 
powerful of all technologies that could help 
change how we learn forever.”

In other words, VR engages students in 
the classroom unlike any other ways we have 
seen before. It offers the chance to captivate 
learners and, just as importantly, helps 
students remember what they learned.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Ashley Scott is 

the Content Coordinator at Spectrum 

Industries Inc., a niche furniture 

manufacturer. Scott writes case studies, white 

papers, press releases, articles, blog posts, and 

manages Spectrum’s social media platforms.









Virtual Reality Provides 
IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE



Metal skyscrapers reflect in your eyes as you are transported 

to the cultural, financial and media capital of the world with its 

more than eight million inhabitants—and you are 50 feet tall. 

AT BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

Virtual Reality Provides 
IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE

by Anna Johnson
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Enhancing the BYU 
Academic Experience 
The Harold B. Lee Library allows students and 
faculty to have that experience using an HTC Vive 
headset the library purchased last year. Students 
and faculty can use the VR headset—located on 
the second floor of the library at the Science and 
Engineering Help Desk—to enhance their overall 
BYU academic experience.

“Not only could you walk through the streets 
of Manhattan, but you could do it while being the 
size of King Kong,” said HBLL science reference 
specialist Jed Johnston.

Using VR to Intensify Learning 
Professors and students are already using the 
VR applications in many ways to intensify and 
improve their academic learning experience.  

“We’ve got a virtual model of Jerusalem that a 
religion professor and a computer science professor 
are working on in conjunction with the Church 
Motion Picture Studio. Right now, it’s just the city 
of Jerusalem at the time of Christ, but they will 
eventually develop other locations mentioned in 
the New Testament,” Johnston said.

Virtual Reality continued
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Anatomy students are also using the VR headset 
to study the human body. An app called Organon 
allows students to pull apart a virtual human body 
and point to the different organs to learn their 
names and more information about them. 

A mechanical engineering student who 
designed a car could climb inside of a virtual 
version of the vehicle. Through the VR headset, 
he or she would be able to look at the dash and 
the controls to test out his or her designs before 
actually building it. 

Animation students interested in game 
development are benefitting from testing many 
different types of mechanics for video games 
within the headset. 

“Even for just understanding the mechanics 
of games, they have to be able to experience 
it because there’s no better experience other 
than being inside of it,” research assistant Scott 
Faress said.

Students can even travel the world using 
Google Earth. “There’s something surreal about 
being able to visit almost anywhere in the world 
at just the touch of a finger and experience it 
immersively. It’s unreal,” Faress said.

Projects in Progress 
The library also has its own projects in progress 
that use VR technology. For example, the HBLL 
is trying to scan the human body so medical 
schools that don’t have access to cadavers — 
especially in developing nations — can explore 
the human body in the classroom. 

“Dr. Wisco, a former professor of human 
anatomy, told us that 3D models of organs and 
systems would be very helpful because students 
studying off of pictures tend to only recognize 
body parts from certain viewpoints, but as 
soon as a liver or another organ gets rotated, 
the students often no longer know what they’re 
looking at,” Johnston said.

Using VR to Plan Future Construction 
The library also hopes to use VR to plan future 
construction. Administrators can simulate 
construction virtually before spending hundreds 
of thousands of dollars. 

Additionally, VR could make virtual tours 
of the library and virtual models of the library’s 
exhibits to make them more interactive. 

“Traditionally we spend thousands of dollars 
putting amazing exhibits together, and then after a 
while, they’re taken down and you can’t experience 
them ever again,” Johnston said. “However, now 
that we have virtual reality, we’re working with 
the exhibits manager/designer to digitally preserve 
the experience even after an exhibit comes down.”

The Harold B. Lee Library hopes to use virtual reality to plan future  

construction.  Administrators can simulate construction virtually  

before spending hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
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Virtual Reality continued

Pushing for  
Awareness 
Although BYU students and faculty can 
reserve the VR headgear online or at 
the Help Desk, most people on campus 
don’t know it’s available in the library, 
and if they do, they don’t know how 
to use it. 

“Now we really just want to push 
greater awareness of it. That way, people 
know the resources are available,” 
Faress said. 

Engaging Faculty 
Physiological sciences librarian Meg 
Frost is conducting a study to see how 
the VR technology is being used in the 
library and how students would like to 
use it. 

“I think it would be great if we could 
work more closely with specific faculty 
or with specific courses to support 
assignments related to virtual reality. 
I think that would be really fun,” 
Frost said. 

BYU Grad Makes  
VR Tech Possible
BYU mechanical engineering grad 
Jeffery Smith made it possible for the VR 
technology to be in the library. During 
his junior year at BYU, Lockheed Martin 
entered into a partnership with Smith to 
fund his research on VR’s applications in 
industrial training processes. 

Smith envisioned how VR technology 
could be beneficial for the library and 
could bring BYU together in an interdisci-
plinary way, and he submitted the proposal 
for the library to purchase the headset.

“It’s like to me the future of immersive 
collaborative learning. Instead of learning 
audibly from a lecture and someone just 
telling you, or learning from a textbook 
and reading, it’s an all-inclusive sensory 
experience,” Smith said.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Anna Johnson 
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A college campus is one of the most challenging environments to keep safe. 

Many campuses span several hundred acres and are made up of a variety of 

different indoor and outdoor spaces, including classrooms, dorms, parking 

garages, courtyards, and stadiums.

Colleges also have significant student, faculty and staff populations, along 

with large numbers of visitors, particularly for sporting events and concerts. 

Because of this complex environment, campuses face a wide range 

of threats. These include physical threats such as mass shootings, virtual 

threats such as the hacking of systems with sensitive student information, 

and even natural disasters. While incident prevention is always a top priority, 

making people feel safe and in control can be even more powerful.

by John Dames

S O U N D I N G  T H E  A L A R M  O N 
Inefficient Campus Security
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Controlling the Chaos 
Universities have invested millions of dollars in 
various security technologies to prevent these 
complex threats: video surveillance, access 
control door locks and alarms, blue light 
systems, motion detection sensors, mass alert 
systems, and more. 

The education sector within the security 
equipment and services market reached $2.7 
billion in revenue in 2017, according to an 
analysis by IHS Markit. Despite advancements 
in the level of security used in educational insti-
tutions, however, the number of mass shootings 
in U.S. schools has remained relatively constant 
over the past 30 years.

 One of the reasons that schools are failing 
to see a return on their security investments is 
that most of the solutions on the market only 
do one job well and are designed solely for either 
alert or action. In fact, many of today’s security 
solutions are “mass alert systems.” 

Unfortunately, when a mass alert system is 
triggered, it is rarely the same system needed 
to take action on the problem. When a door 
alarm goes off, for example, the system doesn’t 
automatically turn on all the lights in the 

building or lock nearby doors. Instead, human 
interaction is required to receive an alert from 
one system and activate another system to 
initiate a response. 

By connecting security assets, campuses can 
potentially cut back on the number of alerting 
systems and cut back on the manpower required 
to take action.

 
Connecting the Data
The disconnect between alert and action can 
make all the difference when it comes to campus 
safety. The solution lies in integrating security 
technologies so that action can be taken as soon 
as alerts are received. 

By connecting the data from point solutions, 
campuses can not only respond to incidents faster 
and more intelligently, but they can also move 
from reactive to proactive problem resolution. 

Take the following scenario: A student is 
walking alone on campus at night. She feels 
uneasy. She thinks someone is following her. 
Well, they might be following her. Or are they 
just heading in the same direction? Does she call 
911? She’s uncomfortable, but she also doesn’t 
want to make a scene.

Traditionally, a conflicted student has two 
options: do nothing and hope for the best, or 
call 911 and run the risk of embarrassing a 
fellow, presumably innocent, student. 

On a connected campus, this student could 
use her mobile phone to trigger a “soft” alarm 
to alert campus security of her location and her 
concerns. Security operations could then initiate 
an immediate and coordinated response. 

For example, by integrating their systems, 
operations could locate and task the nearest 
security officer, activate nearby lights, access 
camera feeds, and create an impromptu ‘safe 
place’ by remotely unlocking a closed building 
for the student. Simultaneously, the nearest 
security officer can text or chat directly with 
the student and can even use telestration to draw 
out directions to the open building. 

In this scenario, the student is empowered 
and feels more in control. The security response 
is proactive and efficient because time is not lost 
accessing multiple systems and communicating 
through different channels. Instead, the systems 
are integrated, and the team shares a common 
operational picture. 

Campus Security continued
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A Common Operational Picture 
Integrating existing security solutions and people provides a 
common operational picture that gives campus security teams a 
clear view of any incident under their command. 

An operational picture extends command and control to the very 
edge of security operations. From executives to officers, everyone is 
empowered with the information they need to make faster, more 
informed decisions. 

Data is delivered to users in real-time and in the context of their 
locations and roles, eliminating precious time spent receiving, 
interpreting and disseminating information. 

 
Power of the Crowd 
By connecting students directly to security and empowering them 
to trigger soft alarms, campuses can multiply the effectiveness of 
their security operations. 

One of the biggest opportunities for connected campuses is to 
leverage the power of the crowd. Connecting data from various 
point solutions is crucial, but the most powerful sensors a campus 
has are its students, faculty, and staff. 

With thousands of roaming, highly intelligent, sensors waiting 
for anomalies in the environment to trigger a “mental alarm,” there 
is no smarter alternative to notice when something is out of place.

 
Building for the Future 
A connected campus needs to be secure today and tomorrow. 
Security operations need the flexibility to add new technology and 
new users over time. Campuses are turning to security software 
platforms for this flexibility. Platforms extend the value of their 
existing technology and make the adoption of new systems both 
easy and efficient. An adaptable platform allows security operations 
to focus on the safety of its campus and not on the integration of 
new technology.

 
Conclusion
The very nature of a college campus makes it one of the most 
complex environments to secure. While schools are spending 
millions on security solutions, data shows these investments are 
doing little to keep students safe. 

The problem is that there is an increasing array of single-function 
security systems in the market today. These point solutions do one 
job well, but they are designed solely for either alert or action. 

The answer for today’s campuses lies in integrating existing 
security technologies so that action can be taken as soon as alerts 
are received. By connecting the data from various point solutions 
with the people in disparate locations into a common opera-
tional picture, campuses can not only respond to incidents faster 
and more intelligently, but they can also move from reactive to 
proactive problem resolution.

Campus Security continued
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by Sheila Wagner

INNOVATIVE & 
COLLABORATIVE  
LEARNING  
ENVIRONMENTS
Long gone are the days of small 
wooden desks designed for 
right-handed students, all facing 
ahead to the instructor who is 
lecturing on a particular subject. 



Photo courtesy SMARTdesks
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The modern-day classrooms in many private 
universities and colleges are following the trend of 
collaborative learning through specialized furniture 
and space layout.

In a 2013 survey of employers commissioned 
by the Association of American Colleges and 
Universities, more than 90 percent agreed that 
all students should have educational experiences 
that teach them how to solve problems with people 
whose views are different from their own. 

Business leaders clearly believe that having 
employees that are adept at teamwork will assist 
them in succeeding in a volatile and competitive 
global economy.

Getting Creative about Functional Space 
There are many types of functional space layouts 
available for private university settings. It’s possible 
to get creative in the arrangement for different 
group needs. 

What is definitely needed in the 21st century is 
the ability to connect with others through mobile 
technology. To reach these tech-savvy students, 
outlets need to be plentiful—in floors and walls, 
as well as in the furniture. 

Innovative & Collaborative Learning Environments continued
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For instance, a table designed for collaborating 
around a screen or monitor will allow learners to 
harness the power of technology, while sharing the 
ideas of each team member.

Active and Reflective Learners
Angie Schuch, Director of Marketing at National 
Office Furniture, believes that collaboration class-
rooms encourage students to become active and 
reflective learners. She stated that this pedagogy is 
associated with discussions or debates that might 
start as a whole group activity and then break into 
teams for discussion and evaluations. 

Schuch added, “It encourages digital age literacy 
skills such as communication, collaboration, and 
team work, and it provides students a social context 
where they can engage in problem based activities 
and simulations.”

Additionally, Schuch recommends flexible furniture 
such as reconfigurable tables and stacking chairs. She 
offered, “Oftentimes, students are motivated by being 
given the choice of where to work in the classroom, 
with a variety of furniture types to choose from, so 
it’s important to provide a diversity of spaces for a 
diversity of learners and diversity of content.” Photo courtesy Falcon
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One of her favorite projects was the Student 
Athlete Center at Lindenwood University in St. 
Charles, Missouri. This building is home to the 
Academic Success Center which was developed 
to accommodate the hectic schedules of student 
athletes providing them a convenient space to 
study or meet with a tutor. She concludes, 
“There is a tremendous amount of collaborative 
learning happening in this space.”

Technology Rich Environments
Ashley Scott, Content Coordinator for Spectrum 
Industries, believes that traditional classrooms 
have become technology rich collaborative 
environments where students are creating, 
problem solving, and working together. 

She recommends flexible tables that connect 
students to technology, explaining that tech-in-
tegrated furniture which is mobile is able to be 

configured to benefit any collaborative space. 
Scott states, “The use of technology in higher 
education classrooms has changed the way in 
which students complete assignments, conduct 
research, and collaborate within groups.”

Experiential Flexibility
Jeffrey Korber, President of SMARTdesks, bases 
his recommendations for products on a careful 
analysis of the specific goals of the educators’ 
plans for what will be taught, how it will be 
taught, and the experience that will be created 
for giving students maximum engagement with 
the subject matter and the act of collaboration.

He explains, “Flexibility in collaborative 
environments implies a multi-use lesson plan, 
meaning small groups of four to six will be 

collaborating, using a mix of technology 
supports. Presentation of the consensus 
may drive a reconfiguration of the seating 
arrangement, such as closed group of four to a 
space-wide inclusion of all.”

Korber suggests another approach is to let 
the arrangement of displays for data visual-
ization drive the physical arrangement. This 
was the case with his company’s work with the 
University of Notre Dame, Mendoza College of 
Business. “For this installation,” he elaborated, 
“the plan for the screens came first, based on the 
flexibility of how the screens would be viewed 
in the space at any given time.” 

The experiences planned for the space 
included full focus on the professor, with the 
professor being able to control how any screen 
in the space appears on the large laser projector 
screens for all to see. 

There is a “full breakout” mode where the 
huddle groups are working simultaneously 
on their collaboration activities. Additionally, 
there is an independent study mode, where 
individuals or groups may use the space between 
classes to prepare material.

"Students today require the flexibility to split into small groups, or to  

find a quiet place to work alone. Providing furniture that is durable yet  

reconfigurable aids in flexing the space to meet group needs.” — Marta Meverden

Innovative & Collaborative Learning Environments continued
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Flexible Ergonomic Seating
One of the other goals for collaborative learning is 
dynamic seating. Designers of ergonomic chairs believe 
that traditional chairs encourage poor sitting, which 
leads to back pain, which leads to students not being at 
their best for concentration.

Barbara Bluestone, Chief Ergomaniac with ErgoErgo 
states, “We’re learning that flexible seating helps build 
collaborative environments in university settings. When 
students can easily move their seating into small groups, 
they work together more effectively.” 

Bluestone adds that they can fluidly group and 
re-group, allowing for sharing and cross-pollination of 
ideas. She thinks that results are even better when they 
can sit actively. She explains, “In fact, research shows 
that because learning and movement are processed with 
the same part of the brain, we actually think better 
when we move. Active sitting encourages better posture, 
leading to greater alertness.”

One of Bluestone’s projects was for Maharishi 
University of Management in Fairfield, Iowa, where 
seating was in classrooms, breakout areas, and maker 
spaces such as art studios.

Marta Meverden, Marketing & Communications 
Manager for CF Group, believes that a key element 

Innovative & Collaborative Learning Environments continued
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when furnishing shared spaces of learning is posture. 
She said, “Today’s students want choices in how they 
sit when they lounge, work in task mode, or perch at 
standing height.” 

Meverden believes that giving the students freedom 
to sit how they are most comfortable and to change 
positions throughout the day is a way for them to learn 
and interact with one another. For instance, she likes 
stand-up height areas to allow students to meet and 
hold conversations eye-to-eye. A couple of her favorite 
projects have been for University of Findlay and St. 
Louis University.

“We understand,” she concluded, “that students today 
require the flexibility to split into small groups, or to find 
a quiet place to work alone. Providing furniture that is 
durable yet reconfigurable aids in flexing the space to meet 
group needs.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Sheila Wagner has spent the 

last several years working as a professional editor 
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University Products and News. Wagner can be reached at 
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